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Morrow will present a section of the exhibition ‘5 ways to say your prayers’ first exhibited at The Shed, Galway, July 2013 and later at DarcSpace Architecture Gallery, Dublin, Sept 2013. This re-curated fragment includes a classroom of ‘dirty linen’ and several framed images. It presents some public spatial pedagogies of PS² and examples of similar work from other engaged spatial practitioners in Ireland ie Robert Bourke, Culturstruction, Blaithin Quinn. PS² is a Belfast-based, voluntary arts organisation that initiates projects inside - and outside its project space. It seeks to develop a socio spatial practice that responds to the post-conflict context of Northern Ireland, with particular focus on active intervention and social interaction between local people, creative practitioners, multidisciplinary groups and theorists. Morrow (architect) has collaborated with PS² since its inception in 2005, acting as curatorial advisor specifically on the projects that occur outside PS². Her involvement is a ‘paralleled action’ to pedagogical explorations within architectural education.